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1.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental confirmation of nr.ninductlve current drive has spawned
a number of suggestions as to how this technique can be used to extend
the fusion burn period and improve the reactor prospects of tokamaks.
Several distinct burn cycles, which employ various combinations of Ohmic
and nonlnductive current generation, are possible, and ue will study
their relative costs and benefits for both a commercial reactor as well
as an INTOR-clags device. Ue begin with a review of the burn cycle
options.
Until recently all tokamaka operated with toroidal current generated
by an external transformer (OHC). On this basis a reactor would necessadly be operated in a pulsed, ohmlcally driven (OH) mode. A host of
shortcomings are perceived to result in a power reactor operated in this
fashion. These problems derive from thermal fatigue In high temperature
component*, mechanical fatigue associated with magnetic field fluctuatlons, and the coats of thermal and electrical energy transfer and
storage.
The STARFIRE reactor design 1 ' 2 was the first analysis of a tokamak
operating in a purely nonlnductive burn mode with continuous wjve (CW)
injection at the lower hybrid frequency. The principal concern with CW
operation is the efficiency of generating the toroidal current. Figure i
Illustrates the typical power, Pj, required to drive current In a CW
tokamak the size of STARFIRE, assuming moderate beta, low_ safety factor
(q - 1.0-2.5) and various efficiencies Y = I Q (Ro/7.0 m)(n / 1 0 2 0 n" 3 )/P d
for high-speed current drive (energy added tu suprathermal Electrons); we
define I Q to be toroidal current, R Q is major radius, n Is the average
electron density, and units are $1 and KeV. This clasf of drivers includes the lower hybrid (slow), magnetosonic (f-st), and electron cyclotron wave.
In the best theoretical case (relatlvletlc Holt) Y " 0.2
A/U, whereas present-day experiments3*"1 report Y " 0.017._ From the
figure we see driver power is minimized by operating at T > 12 keV;
there Is also great Incentive to achieve y > 0.1 since drlvlr~power in
excess of 200 HW will be an expensive ttera If driver cost exceeds
^1/W. The net electric power Is plotted from the approximate formula
P
net " °-357 P t h - 73 HW - (Pj/0.7), where the thermal power is due to
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alpha heating, the absorbed dclvec power, and neutron heating with blankec_enhancet»ent: P, n - P a + P d + 1.14 P n . Also we note P n e c naxlmizes
at T > 12 keV; y > 0.06 A/W nay mfflce to achieve acceptable net
pov>e?.~ The penalty~for operation abo/e ~12 keV Is the rapid Increase of
B M above U t. The credibility and reliability of such vary high field
TF magnets 1* called to question.
In che event that ? cannot be Increased we could consider a pulsed
operating mode In which the noninductlve driver is used only during lav
density periods, when the ratio IQ/f,4 Is large. One possibility here 1B
tc us* nonlnductive current drive during such periods of low density
operation, driving the current above the minimum value needed for fusion
operation, and then permitting the current, I, to decay reststlvely during a brief period of high density fusion operation until the cycle must
be repeated. This mode, 5 " 7 called internal transformer (IT) operation,
completely ellninates the external transformer but requires oscillating
Euiton power and equilibrium field coll (EFC) magnetic fields.
Of more practical interest is a hybrid mode 5 ' 9 in which 1 remains
conscant, driven at high density during the fusion burn by an external
tran&former, and at low density by a noninducclve driver while the
transformer is reset. i M s cycle, shown schematically in Fig. 2, still
has fusion power oscillations and vertical field fluctuations associated
with the low cenalty transients.
At the conclusion of our work we will argue that pure CW operation
Is the only cycle which is clearly superior for a commercial reactor,
whereas Che hybrid mode could be a worthy goal for a smaller INTOR ilzed
cokaraak if current drive efficiency, f, does not improve beyond the values currently demonstrated. These results are based on comparative studies o£ the reactor subsystems which are affected by burn cycle detalla.
Our models for these subsystems are presented In Secticn 2. Density and
temperature transients pieeeut varying heat load* to the first wall, llmIter/divertor plai.es, and blanket structures and may also trigger major
disruptions which can damage the plusoa-side materials. These thermal
effects, which mostly shorten lifetime and reduce the reactor's availability, are discussed in Section 3. Other effects of cyclic operation,
vhl-h are analyzed in Section 4, result in capital cost differences aaong
the various burn cycle option*.
ExaapleB of these problem areas are
mechanical fatigue in magnets and support structuts, eddy current hestlng
in jagnets, electric power supply ami thernul energy storage costs, and
costs of tht current drive system. In :action 5 we compare the cost and
performance of commercial reactors designed for Che various b-irn cycles,
and In Section 6 we do the s&me for a smaller device like INTOR.
2.

SUBSYSTEM MODELS AND DBSIGH OPTIONS

Those commercial reactors which employ nonlnductlve drivers have a
major rsdius R- - 7.0 m, and the reactor with the OH cycle has R o " 8.0 m
In order to achieve burn periods tj > 10 3 s. Both designs perform similarly to STARFIRE with fusion power P« - 4000 HU and a neutron wall load
« « 4 HW/m 2 . Our INTOR analysis is based partly on the AML design of a
DEMO reactor.9
We consider nultlple concepts for most subsystems In
order to reflect the uncertainty .it future technology. The choices will
be briefly enumerated here; a more detailed account of our analysis Is
available in Ref. 10-12.
For the limiter (or dlvertor plate) structure we have studied two
baste alternatives. One system, representative of near-tern technology,
has a copper alloy for the heat sink structure and is water cooled (4
HPa, 130*C). A more advanced alternative has a vanadium alloy heat sink

with liquid lithium coolant (4 HPa, 210'C). The front face of the llmlter (that portion closest to the plasma) la modeled as a flat slab with a
variable thermal load, W f f - 1.5-3.5 Htf/m, and the leading edge la
analyzed aa a cylinder with thermal loads of W t e - 0.75-1.75 HW/m 2 . We
assume the entire limiter is laminated with a surface material (tllee)
specifically designed to leduce sputtering. At the front face we pick
beryllium as a typical coating, while near the leading edge a larger number of options are possible, and we consider both beryllium and tungsten
as coatings.
The first wall is treated as a simple bank of cooling tubes. One
option la water cooled (15 HPa, 300*C) with prime candidate alloy (PCA)
for the tube structure. We use 20? cold worked 316 stainless steel Co
model Che PCA properties. At these high pressures a thin wall tube requires a small inner radius, and we consider r^ - 3-10 mm. The more advanced design utilizes liquid lithium (2 HPa, 350*C) as a coolant and
vanadium as the structure. The low pressure permits relatively large
radius piping; r, •« 25 ca is chosen. The Burface heat load W_y - 0.5-1.0
MW/a 2 , is due mainly to photon radiation, so the first wall Is taken to
be bare structure.
Radiation damage is estimated by choosing a correlation between the
neutron wall load and the thermal loads: Wpy - 0.25 W n , W t g - 0.4 W^,
and Uf~ - 0.8 Wn> Based on a survey of materials properties we assign
the following neutron radiation Halts to structural materials: Cu, 4
MW-y/n2; PCA, 12 HW-y/m2; and V, 24 MU-y/m 2 . Likewise we limit the maximum temperatures as: Be, 700*C; W and V, 600"C; PCA, 500"C; and Cu,
2S0-C.
Commercial reactors with pulsed fusion power require thermal storage
during the dwell period to supply steady electrical power to the utility's grid. We have calculated the cost of thermal storage for two attractive options. The near-term system employs high pressure water and
steam, and a more advanced system, which could be more economical, u>.e8
liquid metals to store energy.
Electric power supplies are needed to transfer energy to magnets.
The EF colls are powered through a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)
assembly from a motor-generacor-flywheel (HGF) set.
A similar power
train is used to reset the OH coll between fusion burns of the ohmically
driven and hybrid burn cycles. A third power system is needed for the
ohraic burn cycle in order to supply high loop voltage for startup; this
pouer supply dumps considerable energy from the OHC through a resistor.
The pulsed superconducting magnets (the OHC and EFC) as well aa the
TF coils utilise the nultifllament cable described in the STARFIRE design. ' Only niobium-titanium waa considered for the OHC since the pulsed
nature of its operation would make Kb-jSn a poor alternative.
The toroidal field coll (TFC) model is a critical input to Chin
study since the TFC is a very expensive system and Is sensitive to fatigue from out-of-plane bending. Our focus is on one particular TFC design. ' The superconductor is housed In a helium vessel at 4.2 K which is
suspended by chin struts (of low thermal conductivity) from an enclosing
room temperature vacuum tank. Both vessels are constructed from Type 316
LN stainless steel (annealed). The overturning moments on the TFC are
restated by the st««l support cylinder (Inboard) and shear panels (cutboard). This leaves unsupported free spans, along the top and bottom
legs of each TFC, which are restrained from gross bending by the stiffness of the vacuum tank. The superconducting cable is costed by two

algorlthos. A near tens estimate, based on current material cost* and
fabrication techniques, la
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where m, i s the mass In kg of the cable material (copper, superconductor,
and s t e e l ) .
However, If tokamak reactors are conmerclallzed we vould
expect significant price reductions due to mass production and learning
experience. Future technology might provide 1 a cost
C
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where an advanced superconducting alijy Is Included.
steel vacuum tank coat based on $24/kg.

We compute the

All magnet* are designed with adequate steel structure to survive
the U f e of the power plant. The total number oE fusion cycles In the
reactor lifetime Is based on a 40-y assumed lifetime and 801 availability
(1.0 » IQ 9 s of operation). Our philosophy Is that all burn cycles oust
achieve this high availability to be of Interest to a utility. We
attempt to calculate burn cycle requirements and system capital costs
needed to approach these goals. All costs are In 1983 dollars. An
accurate estimate of subsystem reliability, mean cine to replace failed
components, and system availability Is obviously not possible at present.
However, the data presented here provide a useful comparison of the
relative attractiveness of the various burn cycles.
1. THERMAL EFFECTS OF CYCLIC OPERATION — FATIGUE AND DISRUPTIONS
Our aim Is to maximize first wall and llmlter lifetime against
simultaneous failure modes. First, thermal fatigue Is calculated, and we
find that cycle life generally decreases for thicker structures and coatIngs. Next we study material loss from disruptions and show how component cycle life Increases with thicker structures and coatings. The component dimension corresponding to the Intersection of these life curves
Is considered optimum for obtaining the longest cyclic life. Then the
mlnimun fusion burn length is found such that the total cyclic life Is
not shorter than the expected component life against radiation dnaage.
We Illustrate our lifetime analyses by reference to Fig. 3. The
thermal stress fatigue cycle lifetime, Nj, for first wall PCA is displayed for three different heat loads. As the tube vail gets thicker ({
Increasing) thermal stress Increases and N f decreases dramatically.
Likewise, increases in U — also severely reduce the fatigue life. We
note a lower limit to 6, due to primary stress from the coolant, is set
by permitting an upper tolerance of 5Z radiation-induced creep strain at
the end of the tube life. The upper limit tr> S is reached when the plasma side (outside) of the tube begins to exceed 500*C; above this temperature the structural qualities of PCA deteriorate. The significant factor
to us is that thicker tubes will withstand more damage from major disruptions. Two curves in the figure show the number of fusion cycles of
operation before disruptions perforate a tube (assuming 70 un of eros' in
at the same spot each time) If the average frequency of disruptions Is
one out of a thousand (f»lO~') or one out of ten thousand (f-10 ) burn
periods. For a given probability of disruptions, f, and a given wall
load, Wpy, there is an optimum thickness which gives tha longest cyclic
lifetime against both thermal fatigue and disruptions.
Now, for the
maximum Nf corresponding to the optimum 6 we would desire a tokamak burn
period, :_-> sufficiently long that fatigue and disruptions are not more
Uniting than radiation damage.
This minimum burn len& :h Is tf •
(l-ra(j/Wn(t{) - 100 s, where we allow 100 s between burns. L r a d Is the

fore shorter in-reactor life. In the second place these higher thermal
loads exacerbate th<; fatigue problem and generally require longer burns
tn order to not surpaaa the Unit on cycle lifetime.
Finally, we caution that our results only display general trend*.
Reactor availability should Improve with several factors; use of more
radiation and fatigue resistant materials; reduction in Che frequency and
severity of disruptions; reduction in nee sputtering erosion; selection
of disruption resistant material*; operation at lower wall loads; as well
as operation with longer fusion burns.
4. CAPITA!. COSTS OF CYCLIC OPERATION
One obvious penalty for the OH and hybrid burn cycles Is the large
and expensive OHC (transformer). The base price for a commercial reactor
varies from S30H to S3QM (Cj, and Cj, respectively) if fatigue is not a
factor.
However, for lifetime stress cycles N g > 3 » HO additional
steel Is needed in the winding pack B O the stress Is reduced adequately
to eliminate failure due to mechanical fatigue.
For Hg > 10 s this
Increases the OHC coat by > 20S and also reduces the volt-seconds stored
tn the OHC. Figure 6 indicates these variations with N o for INTOR.
With regard to the EFC systeo., we. note that the OH and hybrid cysles
require «n OHC In the hole in th* doughnut, and this transformer impedes
tha design of optimally located EF e d i t . For a commercial reactor we
find the EFC stored energy increase* > tOX (5.6 GJ to 6.3 CJ) when the
EFC ts constrained by the OHC locatlonT This translates, of course, into
a more expensive EFC system. As with the OHC we must increase the structure fraction of the winding to accommodate fatigue as the cyclic lifetime increases. Increasing N £ from ~!01* to -10 6 will increase the cost
of the EFC system by fifty per cent. Figure 7 displays this result for
INTOR, assuming the OH cycle Is employed. If the hybrid mode is utilized
the vertical field variations are smaller (due to only the 8_ fluctuations during the dwell phase) so the stress variations are smaller and
Less structure is required to withstand fatigue. 12
The burn cycle effects on the TFC are mainly associated with the
varying ouc-of-plane . bending forces which accompany the vertical field
oscillations. A fracture mechanics analysis of the unsupported spans of
the TFC and the intercoll shear panel was performed and the structural
thickness was Inferred which would promise fail-safe operation for the
reactor lifetime. We assumed starter cracks to be 10Z of the member's
thickness. The resulting cost variation is shown in Fig. 8 for a commercial reactor. As expected, the cost Is level up tc Nf ~ 101*. Hence, a
reactor with a day-long burn (tj — 10 5 s) has TFC structure no more expensive than that for a CW reactor (t f ~ 3 mo., Nj ~ 200). However,
shorter burns accumulate fatigue damage very quickly. For short burns
(tj - 10 3 s, Nf - 10°) the incremental structural costs become prohibitive. We caution, though, that our cost estimates may be too high at
targe N f . At tank costs of S100M to $200M the steel side walls are In
the range of 20-cm to 30-ca thickness. It may prove Impractical to form
such large, thick members. The prohibitive costs at this point would
drive us to consider alternative structural support.
We note that there are lsr-je differences among the burn cycles for a
fixed N f . The double-swing OK cycle (In which the toroidal plasma current is reversed In direction each cycle) has the largest stress fluctuations and hence requires the most massive structural support. For r.he
same Nf a single swing OH cycle results tn cost savings. Even more attractive is the hybrid burn cycle, since the stress fluctuation is so
modest (Re » 0.5). For IT operation the relatively small stress fluctuations are overshadowed by the much larger number of pulses envisioned for

radiation lifetime (12 MW-y/m2 for PCA). These minimum values for tf are
given la Fig. •'• by Che dathed cuives, and the lower abscissas provide Che
first wall replacement period at 80t availability (T - L r a d / W n / 0 . 8 ] .
An examination of Fig. 4 can be revealing. For example, the Influence of disruptions on desired burn length can be nonlinear. A reduction
of the thermal energy dump by a factor of two (700 J/cm2 to 380 J/cra2)
results In * reduction of t< by a factor of five. In fact, there Is a
threshold energy density which results In erosion. Below 300 J/cm2 no
PCA. ta melted or vaporized; In this case very thin wall coolant tubes
would be desired, large N f would result, and tf could be just a few minutes. On the other hand, Cf Is proportional co the probability of having
a disruption. If as many «a U of the shots terminated with disruptions
then t« would have co exceed 10 h even for moderate damage (70 um lost
each time).
PCA represents a first wall structure based on near term materials,
as might be used in IKJOR, Figure A shows that radiation damage limits
the life of PCA to T p c ^ - 4-7 calendar years at reactor wall loads of
W n - 2-4 MW/m2.
Vanadium alloys, with superior radiation resistance,
promise lifetimes roughly twice as long as PCA and represent a desirable
goal for reac.or S&D. With vanadium, thermal fatigue is much less of a
problem Chan with PCA, and coolant tubes can be much thicker than the PCA
Ur3C wall. In fact, the temperature limit of 60Q*C acts to constrain
the tube wall to 5 < 10 mm, and erosion from disruptions donlnacea the
calculation of cyclic lifetime for V. As seen In the figure, tf must be
roughly as long for both PCA and V structure. In the worst case depicted, with severe disruptions, tj > 8 h nay be necessary to guarantee
first wall survival.
A similar analysis of the llmlter's front face and leading edge was
performed. In this case thermal fatigue Is a concern for the substrate
heat sink, which Is a structural member, and not for the coating, which
will still function even If weakened by cracks. However, erosion from
disruptions affects the coating, which sust not be permitted to wear
through and expose the bare substrate to the plasma. The burn goals for
the front face of the limlter with a Be coating are shown In Fig. 5. We
see relatively short, tf (< 1 h) may suffice to achieve the radiation
limited life of a heat sink, like Cu, whicl< has poor radiation resistance. In order to achieve the benefits of advanced materials like V the
burn period must exceed several hours If the disruption probability is f
> t0" 3 . Results for the leading edge are similar, except that If the
plasma temperature Is so low (< 30 eV) that sputtering Is negligible then
U makes an Ideal coating. "Tungsten Is almost Immune to disruption
damage, so a chin coating (< 1 mm) would provide protection, and we find
under these circumstances both Cu and V substrates have very large cycle
lifetimes. In this special case tf could bo quite small (a few minutes).
We conclude this section with some general observations. Our tesults typically show that "near-term" structures such as copper llmlters
and a steel first wall can tolerate relatively short fusion burns because
Chelr radiation life is thought to be short. In order to take full advantage of advanced materials with longer radiation life It will be
necessary to arrange foe longer bunts (CW or long pulse operation). On
the other hand, reactors with short burns (t f ~ 100 a ) , operating in the
Internal transformer mode, will not be attractive unleps disruption
frequency Is f £ 10~ 5 and sputtering erosion is S < 1 cm/y.
Generally speaking, the higher thermal loads are more demanding on
our designs. In the first plac; this is because we have assumed the
higher thermal loads are associated with higher neutron damage and there-

Che U f e of the reactor (Nj > 1 0 6 ) . with the net result that this cycle
ts llltely to be the least attractive in terras of TFC structural costs.
We see that » .i.i&ie suing OH cycle operating with a one-hour burn
CNj - 3 x 10 5 ) will entail capital costs at least S1OOH higher than a
cuaccoc operating In the CW mode. This disparity is greatly reduced if
che ohmic burn period can be extended to 8 h or more.
If neither of
these options is available but a hybrid burn cycle Is used, then any
fusion cycle period exceeding about 30 mln becomes competitive.
The
Internal transformer cycle seems unattractive since it has such a tremendously large total number of cycles In the reactor lifetime (Nf >
106).
Pulsed operation also vida eddy current heating to the superconducting magnets, which lncceasej the electric power and cost of the cryogenic
system.
The heat production varle* aa h* • t ^ , uhece t E ? i.» the period
of vertical field swing, and the average refrigerator power « I ' where T
Is che total burn cycle period available to remove the extra heat from
che colls.
For a commercial reactor T presumably 1« so long (> 10 3 s)
Cor the OH burn cycle that a awicch from OH to hybrid or CW operation
dota not significantly benefit the reactor en account of eddy current
lieadng. However, for IKTOR the OH burn is quite short (-100-200 a), and
a design for the hybrid burn cycle would extend T to > 10 3 s as well as
Increase tgp, so we would expect a substantial savings (~S10H) by
electing the hybrid burn cycle for INTOR.
Uith regard to energy storage and transfer systems
portant concern is the down time between fusion burns,
length of the burn.
There is an optimum sequence and
during this transient phase which will minimize the costs
involved.

we find the imrather than the
time for events
of the hardware

Consider first the optimization for commercial reactors, which require thermal energy storage during the dwell. K 4000 KW thermal reactor
must store hundreds of gigajoules for reasonable dwell periods, and, at a
typical storage cost of $2M-$4M per second, " > | l z this motivates the desire for short dwell periods. However, ahort dwells Increase the cost of
EKC power supplies and, for the OH and hybrid cycles, of the OHC power
supplies, since these magnets suit be energized on a shorter time scale.
Likewise, for the hybrid and IT burn cycles, the nonlnductlve current
drive power supplies become more costly for shorter dwells, since the
reversed emf in the plasma becomes larger.
Details of the analysis are
given in Ref. 12, and we present here only the relevant conclusions.
For the commercial reactor operating in the double-swing OH mode we
find the optimum dwell period Is t d u • 25 a (to reset the transformer),
t
0H " 10 s (Lo Initiate and later ramp down the current), and tgp - 10 8
(to reach ignition and later reduce the plasma pressure), with a total
[,
* 55 s. Including a hi£h pressure water storage system for thermal
energy and the requisite power supplies for the OHC and EFC we find che
minimum cost for these systems is ~$430M, a very large capi'.al Investment
Cor an ohmically operated reactor.
Use of more advanced technology
(liquid metal thermal storage) may reduce this cost to $309M, which Is a
substantial savings.
For the reactor operating in the hybrid mode an additional option
appears, namely che site of the OHC. Since the external transformer need
not supply startup volt seconds It may be smaller and still provide the
same tc as achieved by ths OH burn cycle. We find a maximum field of 6.5
T In the OHC provides the same burn length as a 10.0 T OHC for the conventional OH-drlven reactor.
For this particular hybrid cycle we find

the optimum transient phase has tjy » 45 a and t £F • 13 a with water
thermal storage, nonlnductive driver cost of SI.30 per watt Injected into
the plasma, and assuming the already demonstrated Y - 0.017 A/W. The
associated minimum coat for these systems (excluding auxiliary power, ~75
MW, assumed needed for Ignition) 1* $371M, which Is roughly $60H less
than the costs for the OH driven reactor. For liquid metal atorage the
total cost Is even lower, $256M. Interestingly, we find that further
increases in Y will not benefit hybrid operation since at low density the
driver power is already small enough that it does not figure prominently
In Che total cost of pouer supplies and energy handling.
The cast tradeoffs for INTOR operating in the hybrid mode are seen
in Fig. 9. INTOR has no need for thermal storage so the poloidal field
power supplies and current drive system alone determine the optimum transient phase. Here Ztgc + t d u •» C j o w n - 340 s, In order Co retain a duty
factor goal of 831 (since Cj * 1700 a in the hybrid mode). CostB are
minimized by lengthening the transient period, so there is no motivation
to reset Che transformer rapidly. This is because energy is taken from
the grid, rather than from a aotor-generator-flyvheel; for INTOR the power supply costs are more significant than the electric energy cost. We
find the best case has t dw » 200 s and t E p * 70 s. The total coses are
reduced by increasing pisima resistance, R , as Che OHC Is reset. We also find our minimum cose is relatively insensitive to the current driver
cost and to Y . since the density n * may be made very low during the
dwell period.
With respect to thermal storage and power supplies we find the IT
cycle is always more expensive than the hybrid mode of operation and will
likely result In substantially more fusion burns. The best mode of operation from this viewpoint Is CW. Excluding power supplies for auxiliary
heating and current drive, a CW commercial reactor needs only ~$10M of
power supplies, for the EFC. This is due to elimination of the OHC power
supplies and the thermal storage plant.
The final choice among burn
cycles requires a consistent comparison of all costs, however, and this
will be given in the next section.
5. BURN CYCLE COMPARISON FOR COMMERCIAL REACTORS
For the conventional OH cycle, first wall and llmlter fatigue lessens and capital costs decrease as the burn period, tf, lengthens, ss
shown in Fig. 10. The solid symbols on the upper abscissa are goals for
tf which are needed to reduce cyclic life limitations for 'worst csse"
disruptions (e.g., f - 10~ J , 800 J/cm 2 ). We see chat day-long burns are
needed to achieve these goals and also to minimize capital costs. However, tj £ 101* s may be unlikely for an 8-m tokamak unless the resistivity can be reduced below the classical Spltzer value. Even In the long t<
limit (.he direct capital costs of the fusion power plant exceed Che (CW;
STARFIRE cost by a large fraction (cost Is normalized to the STARFIRE
direct capital cost 1 ). With advances In technology (liquid metal thermal
storage and reductions in costs of magnet fabrication, Cjl) the coat will
atill ftxeeed the STARFIRE cost by 20Z.
Of course, the PTARJPIRE study was predicated on the achievement of
efficient current drive, f » 0.14 A/W, and, if the best y should in practice be smaller, chis may adversely affect the economics of Che CW burn
cycle. Figure 11 suggests that the goal for current drive research is
Y > 0.07 A/W In order Co have a reasonable net pouer production. Thus,
roughly a four-fold improvement in Y is needed over the current experlraontal results.3'1* A breakthrough in driver technology could relax this
Y requirement somewhat; for example, Y > 0.04 A/W Is probably acceptable
If the driver efficiency nd - 0.70. Driver cost reductions (below Sl/W)

apparently are not as important for a CM reactor as are Improvements In
r\d (above Q.5Q).
The IT cycle coot wag parameterized in cerras of ths length o£ the
burn period (which increases by using a larger overdrive and current
boost, Ui/lot
during the duell), and total costs minimized at
Mil
- U 2 . However, capital cotts were still ~25I more than the CW
STKRF'iRE cose, regardless of the ratio i/n *. Moreover, the IT cycle
will likely result In an order of magnitude more burn cycles, Nj • 10 6 ,
than the OH mode of operation. This is clearly undesirable when thermal
fatigue and disruptions are expected to limit the first wall and llmlter
lifetime and the reactor's availability.
For small but achievable values of t we find the hybrid cycle Is
always more attractive than the OH and XT operating modes. We display
the cast variations with the OHC flux In Fig. 12, assuming advanced
thermal storage and coil fabrication techniques. A comparison of these
curves with Fig. 10 indicates that hybrid operation is less expensive
provided f/n2Q %• °" 5 ' Foc * b u t n o£ E f " 8 0 0 0 B (assuming R - R g p ) the
OH driven reactor costs 371 more than STARFIRE ("II" cusve, double awing)
whereas the hybrid reactor costs 1SZ-18Z more than STARFIRE. The cheapest hybrid reactor U f « 4000 s) coses only -101 more than STARFIRE.
Among the pulsed burn cycles the hybrid operating mode clearly promises
the lowest direct capital coat; however, CW operation of a commercial
reactor requires a negligible numhec of burn, eyelet, which augurs for che
longest lived plasma chamber and the highest reactor availability. In
the best case, the CW reactor may also be 10Z less expensive than any
pulsed reactor.
Based on our burn cycle study for commercial reactors we can make
several conclusions, which fall Into various categories. In the area of
operating goals and material properties we find:
• Double-swing OH operation results
single suing OH operation.

in cost savings compared to

• For either OH burn cycle we find reactor cost minimizes at fairly
long burn times, tf > 10-20 h.
• For any cycle with a fusion period as short as -1 h there is a
first .tall llmiter life H o l t Imposed by thermal fatigue,
especially If there are frequent or severe disruptions. Thermal
fatigue ceases to be a major concern if disruptions are very rare
(f < 10~ u ) or of low energy density (< 200 J/cm 2 ), if vapor
shielding Is significant, or if the melt" layer Is not lost from
the affected surface. On the other hand, a single disruption
could be fatal If it Initiates cracks in the first uall which lead
to premature thenaal failure.
• Use of materials with superior thermal fatigue resistance may permit shorter fusion burn* for a given replacement period of Che
reactor component.
However, if structural materials such AS
vanadium are selected for their high radiation resistance, Chen
there appears to be a need to extend burn lengths in order that
cyclic effects not prevent the achievement of longer ln-reactor
life.
Considering the uncertainties surrounding disruptionInduced damage, the full benefits of radiation resistant materials
can probably only be guaranteed with the CW burn cycle.
Regarding Issues of plasma physics we can reach several conclusions:

•

If very low plasma edge temperatures (<5O eV) are possible then
tungsten could serve as an ideal thin limlcer leading edge coating
with che result that disruptions and thermal fatigue would have
negligible Impact OP. che leading edge HfeCtme.

• Our understanding of what initiates disruptions oust Improve. If
disruptions are eliminated by merely holding the toroidu' current
constant, Chen the IT and hybrid cycles can be attractive compared
CO Che Oil cycle. However, if density variations can alr.o trigger
disruptions Chen the CW cycle may be che only good alternative.
•

l>wer current (higher beta) equilibria are beneficial to tokamak
rectors, allowing longer burns for Inductive current drive, due
to the lower loop voltage, and permitting smaller driver power for
nonlnJuctlve current drive.

• We can achieve longer inductive burn periods if means are found to
substantially lower plasma resistivity, e.g., by lower Z e ff. ell"
olnattng trapped electrons, or modifying the electron distribution
function.
• On the other hand, che conventional OH cycle appears virtually
obsolete since, even for present-day experimental
result!
(f/n " • 0.5), we find noninducttvq current drive efficiency ti
adequate to make the hybrid cycle result Ln a cheaper reactor.
Likewise, for reasonable t£ (> 20 rain) the Vvbrid cycle U better
than che IT cycle.
•

If noninduccive current drive can achieve Y > 0.07 A/W then CW
operation 13 by far tha best Ci.oice. We should aggressively seek,
improvements or alternatives (fast wave, low frequency cooipresslonal Alfven wave**) co the lower hybrid wave for nonlnductlve
current drive.

In che area of the driver technology we conclude;
•

Reductions in driver system cost (to < Sl/W) are always desirable,
and we note that lower frequency (~1-To0 MHz) drivers cone closest
to this goal. However, the OH reactor cycle costs -20-25Z more
than STARFIRE, so we Infer that an equivalent sura (~$4OO-5OOM) can
be spent on a current driver system before the CU reactor would
become more expensive than the OH reactor.

• Of greater significance than cost is the overall power efficiency
of the current drive system. Drivers projected to have iow 1J
(e.g., ECRH) need higher Y to achieve acceptable net reactor power
with CW operation.
6.

BURN CYCLE COMPARISON FOR INTOR

INTOR contrasts with a comaerclal tokamak by being a minimum-iize
device with a small hole-in-the-doughnut. Thus it provides barely enough
OHC flux to provide any length of a plasma burn. Baaed on the INTOR
parameters of Ref. 14 we might expect tj • t. » 200 a for operation in
the OH mode, resulting ln a duty factor fn " 0.61, if the down period Is
2tgp + 2t 0H • t^y - 46 St Assuming 1 x 10 s lou-power shots are followed
by operation to achieve a fluence of 5-0 HW-y/o 2 this would result ln a
cyclic lifetime N f - 7.0 * 10 s . We optimized the DEMO design, 9 which is
similar to INTOR, for che hybrid mode, which yields tf - 1550 i, keeping
che ducy factor fixed at 0.81. The resulting design only requires N« •
1.8 « 10 s to achieve the same fluence goals, so substantial reduction in

LUetlme cycles is possible In chla mode.
The coat savings due to less mechanical fatigue In the magnets la
lacge, as ahovra In Table 1. Likewise, the excended down period reduces
power supply costs. The required current driver cost Is a small penalty
since, under these c.reamstances, the driver power is quite modest, -16
MW.
Thus, with such a long period to reset the OHC, we find that the
capital coat la Insensitive to the exact value of y or to the cost of Che
driver (In the range Sl-2/W).
The dlrecc capital costs of the DEMO, operating In the OH mode, were
compared with Case 8 or the INTOR designs'1* which la rf heated; see Table
I. For the variable coat accounts which are sensitive to the burn cycle
option we get a total of $559M for the DEMO model, compared Co S566M for
Case 8. (Agreement la somewhat fortuitous as DEMO has a larger TFC hoce
which inflates Its cost, but a smaller, cheaper EFC, since It haa no
pololdal dlvertor.)
In contrast, designed for the hybrid cycle the DEMO
model would cOBt only S369H for theae cost accounts.
including fixed
coat acco-mts, we find Che hybrid cycle would cocal $883M direct capital
cost compared to S1O73M for the OH cycle DEMO or $IO8QM for Che INTOR
Case 8. The $190M savings represents an ~\8X reduction In direct capital
coat In INTOR by adopting Che hybrid burn cycle. This Is a substantial
savings,
7.

EPILOGUE

It is d i f f i c u l t to make sweeping Judgraenta of the r e l a t i v e merits of
cokamak bum cycles because a power reaccor i s such a complex machine
u l t h so many operating v a r i a b l e s .
Yet, In addition Co the general (trcids
we have explored, we can point to two other aspects of t h i s problem which
are hard to quantify but may be pivotal to che commercial success otf tokamaks.
F i r a t , noninducclve current generation may provide «n opportunity
to t a i l o r the current density profile In order to achieve very s t a b l e
equilibria.
This e x t r a f l e x i b i l i t y
may noc be so e a s i l y
achieved
Inductively, and thus CW operation may permit operation at higher B than
che OH bum cycle.
F i n a l l y , Che very complexity of a cokaraak r e a c t o r is
,i tremendous Incentive to achieve CW o p e r a t i o n .
At t h i s carl;, stage we
cannot poaslbly estimate Che r e l i a b i l i t y
of millions of components,
pumps,
valves,
motors,
etc.,
when
operating
through
repeated
transients.
R e l i a b i l i t y and, hence, a v a i l a b i l i t y la doubtless far e a s i e r
to achieve with CW operation, and t h i s w i l l weigh heavily In the final
choice among burn c y c l e s .
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Schematic hybrid burn cycle; plasma reslrcance,
R, and density, H20 (normalized to l*10 20 m ~ 3 ) ,
are Increased and lowered, respectively, to R'
and n Z o during Che period when Che transformer
Is reset.
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